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Abstract

For a word π and integer i, we define Li(π) to be the length of the longest subsequence of the form i(i + 1) · · · j, and we let L(π) := maxi Li(π). In this work we estimate the

expected values of L1(π) and L(π) when π is chosen uniformly at random from all words which use each of the first n positive integers exactly m times. We show that E[L1(π)] ∼ m
if n is sufficiently larger in terms of m as m tends towards infinity, confirming a conjecture of Diaconis, Graham, He, and Spiro. We also show that E[L(π)] is asymptotic to the

inverse gamma function Γ−1(n) if n is sufficiently large in terms of m as m tends towards infinity.

Introduction

Let Sm,n denote the set of words π which use each integer in [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}
exactly m times, and we will refer to π ∈ Sm,n as a multiset permutation. For

example,

π = 211323 ∈ S2,3.

Let Li
m,n(π) denote the length of the longest subsequence of π of the form

i(i + 1)(i + 2) · · · j, which we call an i-continuously increasing subsequence.

A subsequence is a continuously increasing subsequence if it is an i-continuously
increasing subsequence for some i. We define

Lm,n(π) = max
i

Li
m,n(π)

to be the length of a longest continuously increasing subsesquence of π.

For example, if π = 2341524315 then
L2,5(π) = L2

2,5(π) = 4 (2341524315)
and

L1
2,5(π) = 3 (2341524315).

We study L1
m,n(π) and Lm,n(π) when π is chosen uniformly at random from Sm,n

and focus on the regime where n is much larger than m.

Brief Description of Main Results

E[L1
m,n(π)] — This quantity was briefly studied by Diaconis, Graham, He, and

Spiro [2] due to its relationship with a certain card game. They proved

E[L1
m,n(π)] ≤ m + Cm3/4 log m when n is sufficiently large in terms of m. They

conjectured that this upper bound is asymptotically tight. We prove this conjecture

in a strong form, by providing precise estimates.∣∣∣∣ lim
n→∞

E[L1
m,n(π)] −

(
m + 1 − 1

m + 2

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(e−βm).

We use techniques from generating function theory to obtain exact expressions

followed by some analysis of distribution of roots of the partial sums of the

exponential function, which appear in our exact expression.

E[Lm,n(π)] —We obtain precise bounds for this quantity:

E[Lm,n(π)] = Γ−1(n) + Θ
(

1 + log m

log(Γ−1(n))
Γ−1(n)

)
.

We use first moment method to prove the upper bound and techniques from coding

theory to prove the lower bound.

First Main Result

a For any integer m ≥ 1, let α1, . . . , αm be the zeroes of Em(x) :=
∑m

k=0
xk

k! . If
π ∈ Sm,n is chosen uniformly at random, then the expected maximum length of a

1-continuously increasing subsequence of π satisfies

lim
n→∞

E[L1
m,n(π)] = −1 −

∑
α−1

i e−αi. (1)

b There exists an absolute constant β > 0 such that∣∣∣∣ lim
n→∞

E[L1
m,n(π)] −

(
m + 1 − 1

m + 2

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(e−βm).

Theorem 1

Proof Sketch

Let hm(n) denote the number of words π ∈ Sm,n for which L1
m,n(π) = n. Horton

and Kurn [3] gave an exact formula for hm(n).
We plug this in the identity

lim
k→∞

E[L1
m,k(π)] = lim

k→∞

k∑
n=1

Pr[L1
m,k(π) ≥ n] = lim

k→∞

k∑
n=1

hm(n)
|Sm,n|

=
∞∑

n=1

hm(n)
|Sm,n|

followed by some careful computation to obtain

lim
n→∞

E[L1
m,n(π)] = Φ

(
1

m!xmEm(1/x)

)∣∣∣∣
x=−1

(2)

where Φ is the Formal Laplace Transform for formal power series in x, defined on

monomials by Φ(xn) = xn/n!. Expanding Equation 2 into partial fractions we obtain

Theorem 1(a).

For Theorem 1(b), we show that
m∑

i=1
α−1

i e−αi = −m − 2 + 1
m + 2

+ O(e−βm)

for some positive constant β. We follow the approach used by Conrey and

Ghosh [1], where a similar exponential sum was estimated.

Second Main Result

If n is sufficiently large in terms of m, then

E[Lm,n(π)] = Γ−1(n) + Θ
(

1 + log m

log(Γ−1(n))
Γ−1(n)

)
,

where Γ−1(n) is the inverse of the gamma function when restricted to x ≥ 1.

Theorem 2

The Upper Bound

We obtain the inequality

E[Lm,n(π)] =
∞∑

K=1
Pr[Lm,n(π) ≥ K] ≤ k +

∑
K>k

Pr[Lm,n(π) ≥ K] ≤ k +
∑
K>k

nmK

K!

where the last inequality is obtained by using Markov’s inequality on a slightly

different random variable.

We then plug in k ≈ Γ−1(n) + 2 log m
log Γ−1(n)Γ

−1(n) to obtain an upper bound of the

desired form.

The Lower Bound

For a fixed integer k and for 0 ≤ j < bn/kc, let Aj(π) be the event that π contains

the subsequence (jk + 1)(jk + 2) · · · ((j + 1)k) and let pk = Pr[Aj(π)] where
σ ∈ Sm,k is chosen uniformly at random. By using the independence of the Aj(π),
we obtain the inequality

Pr[Lm,n(π)] ≥ 1 − (1 − pk)bn/kc.

Using ideas from coding theory, we obtain the inequality for m ≥ 2
pk ≥ (m/1.03)k/(2n · k!)

We take partial sum in the identity E[Lm,n(π)] =
∑∞

K=1 Pr[Lm,n(π) ≥ K] and the

above inequalities to obtain a lower bound of the desired form.

Concluding Remarks and Open Problems

Based off of computational evidence, we conjecture the following for higher moments:

For all r ≥ 1, if n is sufficiently large in terms of m, then

E[(L1
m,n(π) − µ)r] = crmbr/2c + O(mbr/2c−1),

where µ = E[L1
m,n(π)] and

cr =


r!

2r/2(r/2)!
r even,

r!
3·2(r−1)/2((r−3)/2)!

r odd.

Conjecture

This fact would imply that (L1
m,n(π) − µ)/σ converges in distribution to a standardized

normal distribution where σ is the standard deviation of L1
m,n(π).

Our computational data also suggests the following conjecture for the non-centralized

moments:

For all r ≥ 1, if n is sufficiently large in terms of m, then

E[L1
m,n(π)r] = mr +

(
r + 1

2

)
mr−1 + O(mr−2).

Conjecture

It is natural to consider all subsequences in multiset permutations and ask the

question:

For π ∈ Sm,n, let L̃m,n(π) denote the length of a longest increasing subsequence in

π. What is E[L̃m,n(π)] asymptotic to when m is fixed?

Question

When m = 1 it is well known that E[L̃1,n(π)] ∼ 2
√

n (see [4]).
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